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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this study is to develop tools that will further. automate 
the process of generation of inspection programs for coordinate measuring machines 
and that can more efficiently evaluate the measurement data. As results of this study, 
two methods facilitating, a) the automatic selection of ·measurement points on planar 
faces with holes, and, b) the evaluation of flatness for planes have been developed. 
The first method presented deals with the creation and optimal selection of a 
required number of points on planar faces of a solid object. A triangulization technique 
based on a finite ·element mesh _generation method has been implemented in creating 
the candidate points. Except for the special case of four points, a random selection 
process is utilized for choosing among the candidate points. The effects of randomness 
are compensated by applying a convex hull computation algorithm to find a set of 
points among other candidate sets that covers t.he largest area. 
The second method deals with the construction of the solid with the smallest 
volume that contains pain ts that are sampled from a planar surface and the evaluation 
of flatness tolerance, hence planarity of the surface. A three-dimensional convex hull 
algorithm has been implemented in creating a polyhedron that contains the points. 
Flatness tolerance is calculated as a minim.um distance calculated between two parallel 
planes that contain the solid. The resulting flatness tolerance is seen to be smaller than 
the result obtq.ined by applying the classical least-squares approach. 
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The two-dimensional convex hull algorithm that was developed to be employed .. 
by both methods can be used to calculate straightness tolerance. The results calculated 
this way are alsd smaller than the results obtained by the least-s_quares approach and 
·for both cases it has been proven that the convex hull algorithm produces better 
tolerance values. 
A software consisting of three. program .modules has been developed for the 
implementation of the aforementioned methods. The software is written in FORTRAN 
on Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX/VMS operating system and uses graphic 
primitives supported by Lehigh University's G RAPH3D and Tektronix's TEK4107 
libraries. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Coordinate measurement is an essential component of manufacturing and 
quality control. In mechanical engineering, coordinate measurement is an effective 
method for testing the geometry of solid workpieces and components, Lotze [1,2]. 
Before the introduction of computer-aided coordinate measurement, m.easurements 
were taken manually with various gauges and other instruments. vVith the 
advancement of technology and the application of computers to this field, geometric 
measurements could be taken accurately and effectively by numerically con trolled 
machine tools. 
In manufacturing processes, created parts will differ from each other in their 
sizes, shapes, or positions. ·These part features h.ave to be manufactured within 
predetermined design limits defined. by dimensions and tolerances in order to maintain 
the quality and interchangeability of parts. Coordinate measuring machines ( Civl Ms) 
have proven to be accurate, flexible tools for determining the acceptability of 
manufactured parts, Traband,_ et al. [3]. 
In many applications, coordinate measuring machines are employed to measure 
the surfaces of objects. This is a. tedious procedure Hit is done manually; sample pain ts 
are taken- on the surface of the· object by touching the probe of the Cl\tl M. The first 
method th.at is presented in this study is an automatic point selection method that can 
be implemented by CMM software. This method is explained in detail in Chapter 2. 
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Most systems use the least-squares technique to evaluate features according to 
ANSI standards. This technique is advantageous since it. is simple to implement and 
gives a unique. feature representation. However, it does not guarantee minimum zones 
for form tolerances. Recently, other algorithms have been developed to calculate form 
tolerances based on the minimum zone principle, and they have proven to produce 
better results than the least-squares approach ( e.g. , [3], [4], [5] ). The second method 
that is described in Chapter 3 implements the minimum zone evaluation approach to 
calculate flatness tolerance. 
The two-dimensional convex hull algorithm developed by P-reparata and 
Sha:mos [6] has been employed by .both methods introduced above. This algorithm can 
also be used independently to calculate straightness tolerance. This approach is 
explained in Chapter 4. 
The methods developed have been incorporated into a software to demonstrate 
the feasibility of the approaches. 
Chapter 5 contains the s~mmaries and. the applications of the software. The 
last section of this chapter discusses the possible amendments that could be done to 
enhance the thi·ee._pr·ogram modules emp1oyed by the software. 
The subroutines that are contained in the program modules are listed in 
Appendix A. Examples of input data files are given in Appendix B. Finally, Appendix 
C contains various case studies that were used to test these three program modules. 
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Chapter 2 
SELECTION OF MEASUREMENT POINTS ON PLANAR FACES 
2.1 Introduction 
The method that constitutes the first part of this thesis study has been 
developed for. the automatic selection of measurement points on _pl.anar faces t
hat 
contain holes. The measurement points may be used by the inspecti9n program run
 on 
a Cl\!11\!1 to evaluate features of a ·mechanical part. This method is composed of 
two 
main· parts : creation of candidate measurement points on planar faces and selectio
n of 
the required number of points among the candidates. In the creation of candid
ate 
point.s, a two-dimensional triangulizatio_n method called TRIQUAMESH, which was 
developed originally on planar surfaces, has been utilized to generate a finite elem
ent 
mesh of the planar face. The TRIQUAMESH method was developed by Schoofs, van 
·Beuk_ering, and Sluiter [7) and it wa_s partly implemented into a three-dimensional 
automatic mesh generator program developed by Natasuhada (8]. Once the 
triangularization is completed, candidate points are then calculated at the centroid
s of 
the triangles of the mesh. Next, depending on .the I).umber of mea·surement points that 
are required, either a random selection process or an optimum distribution searc
h is 
employed to choose among the candidate points. The method has· been successf
ully 
incorporated into. a program module. The step by step description of the method 
and 
its implementation in the program module are given below. 
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2.2 Reading Input 
The geometry of the face under consideration and the number of required 
points to be selected on this face are the two inputs needed to begin the automatic 
point selection .procedure. The geometry of the face should include the vertices of the 
outer loop that is defined ~y the edges of the face, and if the face contains one or more 
holes, it should also include the number of inner loops ( hence the number of holes ) 
and the vertices of those loops. This information -can be stored i_n an input file which 
wil.1 be :read by the program that incorporates the automatic point selection method. 
Furthermore, this program can receive data from different vendor CAD 
databases if a number of progran1 modules are developed to process- the data written in 
different formats. As long as the geometry of the face is unambigiously provided in the 
input data sets, files in different formats could be used to provide the progran1 w·ith the 
information it n.eeds. 
The automatic point selection program developed gets the input information 
through two datafiles. The first fqe supplies the loop information .. The first number is 
the number of loops on the face. Therefore, a face without holes has only an outer loop, 
and the number that is tead is "l". A face with five holes, for example, contains six 
loops; five inner loops representing the five holes in addition to the outer loop. The· 
number of vertices per loop is also contained in the loop informati'on. A square face 
with a square hole would have a loop datafile that has a "2" representing the Ollter and 
the inner loops, and two "4" s for the four vertices that each loop has. Incidentally, the 
simple face that has just been described is the face that will be used in figures 
throughout this ~hapter to help with the understanding of the algorithm employed by 
the automati-c point selection program. 
The second set of data that 1s read from a vertex datafile 1s simply the 
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·coordinates of vertices of the face. Thus, for the current example face, a total of eight 
vertices would be contained in this second datafile. The example face is shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
• 
• 
Fig 2.1 The input : a square face with a square hole. 
2.3 Calculation of the element side length 
The element side length is the only feature needed in deciding the density of the 
triangular mesh. This feature has to do with the given geometry of the face and also 
with the number of required measurement points. 'If this number is large, t~e number 
of candidate points increases accordingly and the triangular mesh has to provide more 
elem·ents. This , in turn, le.ads to the mesh being finer. 
The simplest approach ·in the calculation of the element side length is the 
division of the area of the face into the required number of points and then proceeding 
on the geometry of the triangle to find the base length given the area. The problem 
with this approach arises when faces that contain many holes with various sizes are 
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considered. In irregular shapes, the uniformity of the mesh would be lost and the 
precise computation of the element side length would fail. Therefore, an initial guess for 
the side length is calculated, the mesh is generated, and then the n um her of triangles in 
the mesh is compared to the number of required measurement points. The total 
number of tri.angles being less than the number of required points ·calls for a finer mesh, 
and consequently the element side length has to be decreased. 
The method makes an initial guess for the element side length by calculatihg 
the perimeter of the polygon that constitutes the outer loop of the face and then by 
dividing this perime~er by the _number of measurement points that are given as input. 
In most of the cases, the element side length that is calculated in this manner proves to 
be a good estimate on the density required for the mesh. In cases where the number of 
triangles created is less than the number of points to be selected, the element side 
Ieng.th is decreased by a factor and the mesh is regenerated. This check is applied. to all 
new meshes and the program proceeds -when the number of triangles of the final mesh 
exceeds the number of points to be selected - which is a constant number supplied by 
the user. 
2. 4 Decomposition of the faces that contain holes 
Prior to the generation of the triangular mesh on the face, the input data is 
pr~eprocessed. The triangularization method calls for -convex polygons to work with; 
therefore, input faces have to be decomposed into convex regions. This is a two step 
procedure. The first step is the decomposition of faces that .contain holes in to polygons 
\vi thou t holes. Next, these polygons are further subdivided in to convex regions. This 
section explains the first step : decomposition of faces with holes. 
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When measurement points are selected on a face that contains holes, the 
selected points have to fall within the face and not in the holes. This is why the 
elimination of the holes is the first step in the preparation for a triangular mesh. The 
elimination of the holes is possible when the initial face is decomposed into. polygons 
that are defined by the boundaries that already exist and the boundaries ·that are .yet 
to be created. The boundaries that exist are the edges of the outer loop and the inner 
loops, and the boundaries that will be added are the connecting lines bridging the oute.r 
loop to the inner .loops. 
A subroutine called PO LINK from the POLYGON p·ackage that was developed 
by Dr. Ozsoy of Lehigh University [9] is called to do the- decomposition of the face. 
This subroutine reads in the geometry of the face sim-ilar to the way described in the 
input stage of the automatic point selection program; defines connection lines .from 
outer loop vertices to the two closest inner ·loop vertices for every· hole, and o'utputs an 
integer ar'ray that gives the boundary points of the newly created polygons in 
counterclockwise order .. Apar·t from the number of loops, the number of vertices _per 
loop, and the coordt'nates of the vertices, the normal of the plane of the face is also 
included in the .argui;nent set that is passed to the POLINK subroutine. Since the 
automatic point selector works· only on planar faces, the normal that is passed to 
POLIN!{ is the unit normal in z-direction. 
Once the output of POLINK is decoded, the vertices of the polygons that are 
created are known and the decomposition is complete. This process is shown on the 
example face in Figure 2.2. 
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fig 2.2 Faces that contain holes are decomposed into polygons. 
2.5 Subdivision of concave polygons into convex -regions 
After the element side length is calculated and the ·holes, i.f any, are taken care 
of, the triangularization process starts. The first step in this process is the subdivision 
of the polygons that are concave into convex regions. This is a necessity imposed by 
the mesh generation technique that is utilized. 
A quick reminder of the meamngs of the terms concave and -convex ·may be 
appropriate here. A polygon is convex if a segment that con neats any two pain ts on the 
boundary or in the area defined by the boundaries of the polygon remains fully inside 
the area of the polygon. A polygon is concave, on the other hand, if there exists a 
·segm;nt defined si1nilarly that does not remain within the boundary of the polygon. In 
Figure 2.2, the lower polygon is convex since any two pain ts on or in the polygon can 
be connected with a segment that remains in the area defined by the polygon; and the 
1i"pper polygon is concave since the s_egment that connects the bottom inner vertices, for 
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example, is outside the area defined by the .Polygon. 
The technique that is employed in subdivision of concave regions into convex 
regions is employed by TRIQUAMESH that was developed by Schoofs, van Beukering, 
and .Sluiter (7] and implemented in a three-dimensional automatic mesh generating 
program developed by N atasuhada (8]. According to the method suggested in this 
technique, the ·active convex area to be meshed is treated as a loop of boundary points, 
which is then trimmed and notched at the vertices. This process is continued for each 
loop until the resulting loop is reduced to an element. 
'This procedure is explained in detail in [8] and is not further investigated here. 
Subdivision of co'ncave polygons occurs when the most concave point of the polygon is 
found and a splitting line is drawn that connects this point with a point on the polygon 
boundary. The subdivision procedure and the resulting convex regions of the upper 
polygon of the example face are shown in Figure 2.3. 
Fig 2.3 
' 
' 
" 
/ 
/ 
Concave polygons are subdivided into convex regions. 
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2. 6 Triangular mesh generation 
The automatic mesh gcner~tor developed by Natasuhada [8] is ·almost fully 
e_mployed by the automatic point select-ion program in the creation of the candidate set 
of points. The polygons that are created after the decomposition of the face arc passed 
on to the mesh generator one by one, and the triangular mesh on the initial face is 
generated. 
For every polygon, the integer array that w~s created by POLINI( subroutine 
is decoded and the initial coordin.ates of the vertices of the face are used in accordanc~ 
to these ordered numbers to form two arrays of real numbers for x- and y-coordinates 
of the vertices of the polygon. Following this, three subroutines of the automatic mesh 
generator ( PUT ED, PUT PT, and. REVED ) are called to pass on the loop and vertex 
information. This step concludes the ·preprocessing of the data for mesh generation 
The subroutines t"hat generate the mesh in faces without holes are BNDRPT 
and AUT01\1G with a total of four arguments; the ·first three are internal arguments 
and the last is the argument. that decides between a triangular mesh and a 
quadrilateral mesh. The automatic point selection program calls this subroutine with 
the number "3" as the 1ast argumen·t of subroutine AUTO:rv1G to obtain a triangular 
mesh. 
-Figure 2.4 shows the triangular mesh of the example face. The number of 
required points ·in. this example is sixteen. The perimeter of the outer loop is 40 mm. 
The initial element siqe length is calculated to be 
40 / 16 _:__ 2.s 
Each side is 10 mm. long, .and thus exactly four triangles with their bases lying on a 
side can be fitted. This ·leads to what is seen in the figure; 24 triangles are created in 
this example. 
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Fig 2.4 The triangular mesh of the face ( based on 16 required points ). 
2.7 Creation of the set of candidate points 
The idea of implementing a triangular mesh generation technique in the 
selection of measurement points, after all, was to be able to create a set of candidate 
points among which the required number of points could be selected. The triangles that 
make up the mesh are used to form an array of candidate points. This is done by 
calculating the coordinates of the centroids of all t-riangles in the mesh. The po_ints that 
are computed this way are distributed optimally, i.e. are egually-spaced within the face, 
since the mesh generation technique used aims for equally sized triangles, and a single, 
global element size is used throughout the face. Therefore, the points are about equally 
distant from each other and from the edges of the outer and the inner lonps, and they 
cover the entire area of the face. 
The coordi_nates of the three vertices of every triangle is passed on to the 
automatic point selection program through three common blocks of the AUTO\IG 
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subroutine of the automatic mesh generator. These common blocks include two integer 
values, an integer array, and two real arrays. The integer values are for the index 
numbers of the edge and the node data of the mesh. These numbers arc not ncc<lcd in 
converting the mesh information to the calculation of individual triangle centroids; 
however, th~y are reinitialized after the data transformation is completed. The integer 
array stores the order of the vertex coordinates of the triangles of the mesh, and the 
two real arrays store the x- and y-coordinates of the vertices. All of these three arrays 
are used· in centroid calculation. 
The COG subroutin~ tha.t computes the centroids of the triangles consists of a 
simple do-loop. For every triangle of the mesh ( which is an argument calculated and 
passed on by the main program ), coordinates of the ce·ntroid is calculated from the 
vertic~s of the triangle. 
The coordinates of the centroids are stored in two re~l number arrays that 
stand for the abscissa and the ordinates of the .Points. The subroutine that calculates 
the centroids is called in a loop in the main program·; it is called once for every co.n vex 
polygon that was created after the decomposition of the face. In order not to 
complicate data storage in arrays that are created: in the subroutine, two index 
numbers are passed between the· main program and the subroutine to keep track of 
storing coordinate information. As a result, results of the centroid calculations that are 
carried out for every single polygon of the ·initial face are collected in one complete file. 
The COG subroutine concludes the candidate point creation stage of the 
algorithm .. At this stage, a triangular mesh of the face is obtained and the centroids of 
the triangles of the mesh are computed and stored in arrays. The loop in the main 
program that depends on the number of polygons created in the decomposition stage is 
also completed. The geometrical information of the initial face ·has been used with 
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maximum profitability. From this point on, the centroid points information 1s the only 
information that will be used in the selection of measurement points. 
2.8 Selection of measurement points 
For the selection of the required number of measurement ·points among the set 
. 
of candidates, a few· algorithms were considered. The goal in the selection process is to 
select points that are as scattered as possible for measurement and ~valuation purposes 
of a planar face. This is because only a good, spread-out distribution of points would 
best characterize the face; this is the idea generally used in sampling points on faces of 
objects manually. 
The first method is the random selection method; a very simple probabilistic 
approach that is .easy to formulate. In cases where the number of required points IS 
close to the number of candidate points, and when the number of required points IS 
lar:ge, this approach proves to be successful. However, especially when .the .required 
number of points decreases, the effects of randomness in the selection process may 
cause undesirable distributions in. which the selected .points may all be collected in one 
region of the face, thereby not characterizing the face to a goqd extent. ivloreovcr, 
random selection would ·rarely, and only coincidentially, find an optimum distribution 
of points on the face. 
A totally different approach would be to. find the optimum distribution 01 the 
required number of points among the candidate points, which are well distributed 
already. Since the objective is to find points as scattered as possible, distance 
calculation could be applied. in finding points. The first two points to be selected woul<l 
be the two that have the greatest distance between them, the third ·would be the point 
1.5 
which has the greate_st sum of distances to the first two points, and ~o 011. This 
algorithm is harder to formulate and uses up a comparably greater computation time, 
especially in cases where t"he number of required points is large .. 
The third method investigated is finding the outermost points of the candidate 
set. These points fall on the vertices of the convex hull that can be constructed around 
the candidate points and cover the largest area, hence giving oµt a good qi.stribution. 
On the other hand, sinc·e the number of points that fall on hull vertices can not be 
controlled, a:nd the probability of the number of hull vertices being equal to the. number 
of requested. points is low, this method is left out of consideration. 
The previous method can be enhanced by having a dynamic, controlled search. 
After the construction of the outer convex hull:, t.h~ number of hull points can be 
compared to the number of requested points. If hull vertices fall short, the hull vertices 
could be put in an array for selected points, be discarded, and the second convex hull of 
the remaining pain ts could be found. After each calculation, the comparison could be 
done again. If hull vertices turn out to be more than the required number of points, 
which may occur at the beginning or at the point when the selected point~ buffer 
eventually overflows, a random selection of the last group of entries could be carried 
out and the array of selected points could be completed. This method. somewhat 
approaches the first method here, but randomness is less troublesome for the selection 
of many points. Like the second approach, this approach too is harder to formulate and 
consumes more computation time as compar.ed to the random selection n1ethod. 
It should be noted here that the first two methods described above are 
mutually exclusive. The number of points that are required to be selected on a face of 
an object usually ranges from four to about fifty. Four becomes an important low 
figure for the measurement require1nents .of a face because plane measurements 
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preferably are taken using four points. Therefore, a reasonable combination of the t\vo 
methods is obtained when the second method is utilized to find the optimum 
distribution of four measurement points and the first is utilized to find a random 
distribution of m_ore than four requested measurement points. 
First, the random selection method is described. The second part of this section 
explains the special case of selecting four measurement points. 
2.8.1 Random selection of measurement po.ints 
This part of the selection procedure discusses the random selection process and 
the minimax area computation algori.thm that is employed to compromi_se the effects of 
randomness of the selection process. 
The subroutine that selects points takes in the two real number arrays that 
store the coordinates of the centroids, the number of points to be selected, and the· 
total number of triangles in the mesh which was calculated in the main program. The 
output of this subroutine consists of two real number arrays that contain the 
coordinates of the selected points. 
Random selection process utilizes a built-in function of the FORTRAN 
language. This function is RAN, a random n um her generator in the interval between 
zero and one. It needs a dummy integer argument that in no way effects the resulting 
real number. vVhen this number is manipulated by multiplying it with the number of 
centroids ( which equals the number of triangles in ·the mesh ) ,. a random number 
between zero and the length of tl_1e. array' that stores coordinate data of the centroids is 
obtained. Next, this number is converted into an integer which gives the index number 
of the selected centroid. 
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Let the nun1ber of triangles in the mesh be N and the number of required 
selection points be n. Consequently, the subroutine carries out the rand.om selection of 
n numbers in a ·domain of size N. Once the first random selection is done, the number 
of required selection points decreases to ( n - 1 ). I_n order to avoid 1nultiple selection 
of the same point, the domain too must be updated. Therefore, after each time a 
selection is carried out, the domain size is decremented by one. As a res·ult, the ith 
random selection is done on a domain of size ( N. - i + 1 ). 
The num.ber of required selection points controls the number of iterations that 
are to be carried out in the main do-loop of the random selection subroutine. Two 
dummy real n um her arrays keep track of the coordinate data of the centroids. This is 
necessary because the two original arrays that contain centroid information are 
updated after the completion of every selection. The coordinates of the selected points 
are stored in two new real n um her arrays and the do-loop is terminated as soon as the 
required number of points are selected. 
As discussed above, random selection would sometimes give out undesirable 
distributions of the selected points. All of the selected points could easily be cluttered 
in a small region of neighboring triangles and hence not characterize the face at all. To 
avoid this problem, the distribution that the selected set of points have assumed should 
be checked. Since a good distribution means one with the points as scattered as 
possible, computing the area confined between the set of selected points \vould suffice 
as a means of understanding the goodness of the distribution. 
The subroutine that does random paint selection actually selects several 
different sets. The number of sets that are. produced depends on the ratio of the total 
number of triangles to the nun1ber of required selection points. To reiterate, if this 
ratio is large, the random selection process gives out poor distributions; if, however, the 
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ratio is small, random selection would give out good distributions. Therefore, choosing 
such a ratio to be the number of different sets to be created is very logical. The final 
step is the comparison of the areas. After this comparison is carried out, the set that 
covers the largest area is chosen and outputted. 
The question that now arises is : how should the area of a set of points be 
computed? The answer depends on the accuracy required. If the area will be used <1:s a 
comparison device between several sets of selected points, a broad area calculation 
,vould be enough to show the· difference between a good distribution and a poor 
distribution. The area that is calculated is known as the minimax area; this happens to 
be. the area of the rectangle that passes· through the four points which have the 
small~st and the greatest x- and y-coordinates. The method that is used is a little more 
sophisticated, as it fir.st finds the con vex hull of the selected points and then computes 
the area using the vertices of the hull. 
The· subroutine that calculates the area of a set of points starts out by 
constructing the convex hull of the points. The two-dimensional convex hull 
construction algorithm that is employed by the automatic paint selection method is 
also used by the flatness tolerance evaluation method, which is described in Chapter 3, 
and by the straightness tolerance evaluation method, which is described in Chapter 4. 
Since the two-dimensional convex hull construction algorithm consti.tutes most of the 
~traightness evaluation method, it will be explained in d.etail in Chapter 4. 
Once the non-vex hull .is generated, the four points with the minimum and the 
maxnnum x- and y-coordinates are found. The area of th~ rectangle, then, is computed 
" 
by m ultiplyin.g the length which is given by the difference 1n x-coordinates and the 
width which is given by the difference in y-coordinates. 
The example face in Figure 2.5 shows the final stage of the automatic point 
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selection algorithm. As stated before in describing Figure 2.4, sixteen pain ts have been 
selected on this face. l\·Iore examples are given 1n Appendix C. Some exarn pies were 
especially carried out with a small number of points to be selected in order to show 
that the effects of randomness have been taken care of by the area computation 
method. 
Fig- 2·.s Sixteen points are selected. 
2. 8. 2 Selection of optimum points 
The second part of this section explains the special case of selec;ting only four 
points on the initial .face. The magic about the number four is that it is the smallest 
number that wo_uld be necessary to determine the equation of the plane on which the 
face lies. Three noncolinear points would suffice to solve for the unknowns 1n the 
equation of the plane. The fourth point is needed for verification purposes. 
The optimum disribution of. four points on a face occurs when the points arc 
scattered to four different side~ of the f!;l\~en face, thus keeping the greatest distance 
~o 
between them and covering the largest area. The method that i_s prese~ted makes· use 
of keeping the points p.t the greatest distances to each other. Therefore, the method 
boils down ·to distance calculations between points. 
The optimum point selecting subroutine reads in the coordinates of the 
centroids of t-he triangles. It then calculates the distance from each point to the other 
points and stores this information in a double-sized array of distances. The first two 
~-
points are found by comparing all of the distances and choosing the largest numner. 
Hence, the first two points that are found are the points that have the largest distance 
between them. If N denotes the size of the point array, this process requires ( N - 1 ) ! 
calculations. 
Finding the third point is harder. Now, the size of the point array to search for 
the third point has come down to ( N - 2 ). For each of the remaining ( N - 2 ) 
points, the distances that are stored in the double array a~e used to find the sum of the 
distances to Point 1 and Point -2. The third point is the point that has the largest sum 
of distances to the preselected points. This process requires (. N -· 2 ) additions and ( 
N - 3 ) comparisons. 
The fourth point ·is found likewise. The number of required additions inc;reases 
to [ 2 ( N - 3 ) ]- and the number of required comparisons is ( N ,- 4 ). After the 
comparisons are completed, the fourth point is found to be the point that has the 
largest sum of distances to the preselected three points. 
Although the rapidly growing number of additions to be carr.ied out does not 
present a big loss of computation time, some programm.ing difficulties may arise as the 
number of points to be selected increases. Due to this reason and also due to the 
sufficient success of the controlled random selection process that was presented before, 
this method is only used in the special case of selecting four p·oints. Figure 2.6 shows 
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the same· example face with only four selected points. 
Fig 2.6 Four points are selected on the same face. 
2. 9 Output of the program 
At the end of the selection process, two arrays that contain the coordi·nates of 
the selected points are returned to the main program. The output of the program 
consists of these coordinates printed on the screen, and the triangular mesh of ·the face 
with the highlighted _selected points. Several complete output graphi_cs are presented· in 
Appendix C. 
The graphics primitives that are used_ by the automatic _point selection program 
are ptovided by GRAPH3D graphics package of Lehigh University, developed by Dr. 
Ozsoy [10]. Of the eight subroutines that are employed, two are initialization routines ( 
INIT and SETWIN ), two are basic drawing routines(. POINTA and DRA\VA ), two 
-are display control routines (SEND and NEvVCOL ), one is a backend routine of the 
TEK4107 library (SET _MODE ), and the last one is the EXIT routine. Detailed 
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information about the purposes and the calling sequences of these routines can be 
found in .(10). These subroutines are also summarized in Appendix C. 
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Chapter 3 
EVALUATION OF FLATNESS TOLERANCE 
3 .1 Introduction 
In manufacturing processes, there exists a limit to the prec1s1on of the created 
features. These features will differ from other part features regarding the_ir forms, 
positions, and sizes. Precalculated design dimensions af!.d tolerances· dictate the 
manufacturing of part features to maintain the interchangeability and quality of parts. 
As a result, tolera_nce calculations and form evaluations become important procedures 
in quality control. Today, coordinate ·measuring machines ( CMt-.1s ), which have 
proven. to ·be precise and flexible in determining the acceptability of manufactured 
parts, are widdy used to measure and evaluate tolerances. 
Most CMMs that are used today measure ~nd evaluate specified dimensions 
and tolerances by point sampling. When probes are utilized for discrete point sampling, 
CMM software have to employ fitting alg·orithms to describe and evaluate part 
feat~res. :Currently, most of the CMM software employ the least-squares fitting 
algorithm. This is a technique that can be easily implemented and gives a unique 
represent~tion of the sampled data points. However, it is a technique that does no·t 
guarantee minimum zones for evaluation of form tolerances. Due to this aspect, other 
techniques based upon finding the minimum· zone ·have been developed. 
In finding the minimum zone of a set of given data points, the three-
dimensional convex hull construction algorithm introduced by Preparata and Shamas 
/ 
[6] is adapted. The minimum zone of the .set is then obtained by finding the minimun1 
zone of the convex hull. Traband, et al. [3], present a study that employs the convex 
hull construction algorithm in finding the minimum zone and in evaluating the 
straightness and flatness tolerances. The program described below follows a similar 
adaptation of the convex hull construction algorithm in the evaluation of flatness 
tolerance. 
3. 2 The least-squares technique 
The least-squares technique is used to fit a ph~.ne through a set of sampled data 
points. To find the three unknowns in the equation of the fitted plane, the sum of the 
squared deviations of the measured points from the fitted plane is minimized. Once this 
plane is passed through the points, the flatness tolerance is found by adding the 
distances between this plane and the two data points that are the farthest from the 
plane in the two halfspaces parallel to the fitted plane. 
Let the equation of a plane be described in the form : 
z == ax+ by+ c ( 3 - 1 ) 
The three constants to be found are a, b, and c. Whe_n any one of the data points are 
considered, the left-hand side of Equation ( 3 - 1 ) is seen to be unequal to the right-
hand side unless the point under consideration happens to fall on the fitted plan·e. 
Therefore, for each point, the deviation is given by 
Z· 
2 
ax, 
r 
by,·- C 
2 
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( 3 - 2 } 
Let S denote the sum of the squares of the deviations. S is given by 
( 3 - 3 ) 
Equation ( 3 - 3 ) g_ives the sum to be minimized. Therefore, the ·three unknowns a, b, 
and c can be found by solving the system of three equations that is generated by 
taking the derivatives of S with respect to the unknowns and by setting the derivatives 
equal to zero. The u·nknowns .a, b, and c are determined by solving the following : 
'\"'x.y-6 z z 
~X-Y· L.J Z z 
L. 2 Y· z 
~x-L.J z a 
b . 
C 
'\'x.z. 
Lt z z 
"'Y·Z· LJ z z ( 3 - 4 ) 
The upper limits of the summations are N; therefore, the term I:i 1n the coefficient 
matrix gives N, the number of ~ampled points. 
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A program that employs the least-squares technique in evaluation of flatness 
toleranc~ has been developed in order to compare its results with those obtained by 
using the minimum zone technique. This is a short and simple program that reads in 
the coordinates of the sampled points, calculates the entries of the matrices in Equation 
( 3 - 4 ), and solves the systen1 to find a, b, and c. Then, distances between sample 
points and the least-squares plane are computed by 
( 3 - 5 ) 
The flatness tolerance found using the least-squares technique is : 
flatness ( 3 - 6 ) 
A number of examples· and results are presented in Appendix C. In all cases, it 
is seen that the minimum zone technique gives better results, i_.e. smaller flatness 
tolerances, than the least-squares technique. 
3.3 Reading input 
The input format that both flatness calculation programs require is the sa111e. 
The sampled points are read from· one datafile that contains the number of po.in ts and 
the coordinates of these points. In other words, the first line of the datafile has an 
integer that stands for the n un1 ber of pain ts that follow. 
A number ff example input files are listed in Appendix C. For purposes of 
\ 
simplicity, a set of "selectively" scattered points will be used along ~vith the description 
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of the algorithm in the following sections. These points are chosen to fall in the unit 
cube and are shown in Figure 3.1. 
• • 
• • • • • • 
• • 
• • •• 
• • • 
• • • • 
• 
• • • 
• • 
Fig 3.1 A finite set of points scattered in space. 
As indicated before in Chapter 2 in the discussion of the au·tomatic point 
selection program, the input phase of both .flatness evaluating programs is the part 
that has to be manipulated for their integration. to other software. As long as the 
coordinates of the sampled points are somehow fed into the flatness evaluating 
programs, the programs can be used to calculate the flatness tolerance of a plane from 
which the points have been sampled. 
A procedure that implements the automatic point selection program in 
calculating the flatness tolerance of planes is suggested by the author here. If a C~I i\·l 1s 
available to take precise. measurements, the coordinates of the vertices of a face under 
consideration could be measured and passed on to the automatic point selection 
prograrn. When this program is run with a large number of required measurernent 
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points ( preferably over 20 ), the planar coordinates of the selected points are obtaine<l. 
Next, these coordinates could be fed into the proces$or that controls the movement of 
the probe of the CM 11, and the actual three dimensional coordinates on the face could 
be measured. Since the face cannot be perfectly smooth, the deviations in the direction 
normal to the face are added as a third dimension to the two din1ensions that were 
already determined by the automatic point selection program. Now, the flatness 
evaluation program that uses the minimum zone technique can be employed to find the 
flatness tolerance of the planar surface. 
3.4 Construction of the convex hull 
Construction of the three-dimensional convex hull around the gi·ven data points 
makes up the greater part of the calculation of the minimum zone. This is because the 
m1n1mum zone of a set of points is determined. by finding ·the minimum zone of the 
convex hull and this procedure consists of finding the minimum distance between a pair 
of parallel planes containing-the given set of points. 
As stated by Preparata and Shamas (6], the problem of computing a convex 
hull is a tool for the solution of a number of diverse· questions arising in con1putational 
geometry. The computation of the convex hull of a set of finite points, especially in the 
plane, has been applied to various fields like pattern recognition, image proces.sing, and 
stock cut ting and allocation. 
The cqncept of the convex hull of a set of points S is the smallest convex set 
containing S. The definition of the convex hull is left to the next chapter, where two-
dimensional convex hulls are considered. The term convex hull in this chapter will refer 
to the three-dimensional case only. 
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A three-dimensional convex hull is a convex polytope. Polytopes are not as 
simple geometric objects as their two-dimensional counterparts, convex. polygons .. 
However, in three dimensions the numbers v,e, and f that stand for vertices, -edges, and 
faces of the hull boundary - ·which .is a polyhedral surface - are related by Euler's 
formula : v - e + f = 2. 
It is now time for ·some definitions. In £3, 2-faces ·of objects are the faces, 
sometimes called the facets; I-faces of objects are the edges or the subfacets; and 0-
faces are the vertices. The term aff(F) denotes the affine hull of F, which is the 
smallest affine set containing F. A simplicial polytope is a d-polytope that has simplex 
facets; equivalently, each of the facets of a simplicial d-polytope· contains exactly d 
subfacets. A point p is said to be beneath a facet F of a polytope P if plies in .the open 
half-space determined by hyperplane aff( F) and containing P. In other words, aff( F) is 
a supporting hyperplane of P, and p and P belong to the same- half-space bounded by 
it-. Point p is beyond F if p lies m the open half-space determined by aff(F) and not 
containing P. 
There are two metho.ds of computing the convex hull around a set of points 
scattered in space. The ·first is called the. "gift-wrapping" method which was proposed 
by C·hand and Kapur (1970). The analysis of the technique was produced by 
Bhattacharya about a decade later (1982). For a long time this method :was the only 
known general technique to compute the convex hull of a finite set of points in d-
dimensional space. The second technique known as· the "beneath-beyond" method was 
proposed by Kallay (1981). 
The basic idea in the gift-wrapping technique is to proceed from a facet to 
another, just as wrapping a sheet of paper around a plp,ne-bounded object. The 
simplest instance of this principle is the two-dimensional Jarvis's march, whkh will be 
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described in Chapter 4. This method is referred to· as "edge-based" because of it.s using 
an edge of an already constructed face to construct the adjacent face that shares the 
edge under consideration. 
The beneath,. beyond method considers one point at ·a time, and if that point is 
external to the current hull, it constructs the supporting "cone" of the hull fron1 the 
point and removes the portion which falls in the "shadow" of the cone. 
The beneath-beyond technique is attr~ctive because it has a performance 
con1parable to the gift-wrapping method, and it also has the property of ·being on-Jine. 
However, special cases have to be taken in handling degenerate cases, when paint p 
belongs to the affine hull of some face of the polytope P. In addition, when P is not 
simplicial, this methoc;l becomes more troublesome. 
' 
In dealing with polytopes that are not simplicial, the problem that arises is that 
more than three points will fall on a face. Ther.efore, not all of the points necessarily be 
a vertex of a face. A two-dimensional convex hull method is implemented to take care 
of this problem. Because the two-dimensional -method utilizes the Jarvis's march which 
is closer to the gift-wrapping method in nature, and because the better performing 
beneath-beyond method runs into worse problems, the gift-wrapping method was 
preferred to be implemented in the construction of the convex hull. 
3.4.1 The gift-wrapping method 
For a simplicial d-polytope, each facet, which is ·a ( d - l ) simplex, 1s 
determined by exactly d vertices. In ·addition to this, there 1s the following 
straightforward theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1 In a simplicial polytope, a subfacet is shared by exactly two facets and 
two facets F 
1 
and F 
2 
share a subfacet e if and only if e is deterrnined by a common 
subset, with ( d. - 1 ) vertices, of the sets determining F 1 and F 2 ( F 1 and F 2 are said 
to be adjacent on e ). 
This theorem is the. basis of the gift-wrappi.ng algorithm, which uses a subfacet 
e of an already constructed facet. F 1 to construct the adjacent fac·et F 2 , which shares 
edge e with F
1 
• Hence the referral to gift-wrapping method as "~dge-based". 
Let 5 == { p
1
, p
2
, •.. , p N } be a finite set of points in three-din1ensional space 
£3 and assume that a facet F of the boundary of the convex hull of 5, CH(S), is 
known, with all its subfacets. To advance from. F to an adjacent facet F*, point p* 
should be found among all points in 5 which are not vertices of F such that all other 
pain ts are beneath ·the hyperplane aff( e LJ p* ). In other words, the search is done 
among all hyperplanes determined by .e and a point of S not in F; and the goal is to 
find the hyperplane that ·forms the largest ( or the smallest ) angle w·ith aff( F). This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2( a). In this figure, the collection of half-planes sharing the line. 
through e are considered and the half-plane which forms the l~rgest angle smaller than 
1r ( convex angle ) with the half-plane containing F is sought. In the illustration, the 
hc\.lf-plane containing p6 is found. Therefore, the new face F* contains at least these 
three vertices : p 
1 
and p2 which determine e and the newly found p6 . 
The angle comparison is carried out by comparing cotangents. Let Ii be the unit 
normal to F ( in the beneath half-space of aff( F) ), and let a be a unit vector normal to 
both edge e and vector n ( so that it is oriented in the direction given by n x p2 p 1 ). 
Also let vector vk denote the vector connecting p2 to Pk· The cotangent of the angle 
formed by the half-plane containing F with the h~lf-plane containing e and PJ.: is· given 
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( a ) 
( b ) 
Fig 3.2 ( a ) Illustration of the half-plane detennined by e and p6 forming the largest 
convex angle with the half-plane containing F. ( b ) Illustration of the calculation of the 
cotangent. ( (GJ ). 
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by the ratio 
( 3 - 7 ) 
where IUP2 1 is found by taking the dot product of vk and a
 and !UV I 1s found by 
taking the dot product of vk and n. Thus for each Pk not in F, the quantity 
is calculated and pi is selected such that 
Pi = max Pk k 
Equation ( 3 - 9 ) has a unique sol u tio.n in the sim plicial case. 
( 3 - S ) 
( 3 - 9 ) 
With the completion of the description of the gift-wrapping algorithn1, the 
overall organization of the method could be done. The method starts fro1n a gi.ven 
in·itial facet, and, for each subfacet of it, it constructs the adjacent facet. Followi·ng 
this, it rnoves to a new facet' and proceeds until all facets have been generated. Once 
the gift-wrapping algorithm is coded in a subroutine, the problem that is encountered 
next is the problem of keeping track of data. 
3.5 Data structure 
For each newly found facet, the subfacets have to be constructed and a pool of 
subfacets should b~ kept in .a stack in order to determine if a subfacet should be used 
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or not. It should be noted that a subfacet- can only be shared by two facets. Therefore, 
a subfacet should be removed from the pool once it is used to find the adjacent facet or 
if it is obtained from two different newly created facets. 
Consequently, the gift-wrapping met.hod as~s ·for three different arrays. 
Therefore, in the program that implements this method for flatness evaluation, there 
are three subroutines t~at are called by the main program to create a file for storing 
the newly obtained data. The st-ructures of these arrays are explained below. 
3.5.1 Face data storage 
Face data contains the index of the face ( the face ~umber ), the number of 
vertices of the face, and the point numbers corresponding to the coordinates of the 
vertices stored in the points array that was initially created and inputted. It is an 
integer array of size 1000. 
This array is used by the GIFTWRAP subroutine that implements the gift-
wrapping method; the data concerning the new face consists of the index number which 
is found using the information already stored in the face array, the number three for 
the three entries that follow, and the index numbers of the two vertices of the edge· 
that were just used in gift-wrapping and the index number of the newly found vertex. 
Therefore, this subroutine inputs the edge index number from the edge array and the 
number outputted by the gift-wrapping subroutine to construct the face inforn1ation~ 
and outputs the face index number which will be used by other subroutines. 
This array is initialized by the. FACEl subroutine, which is called at the 
beginning of the main progran1. This subroutine is the one that finds an initial face to 
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l2 
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lv 
index number of face 
number of vertices 
index number of vertex l 
i"ndex number of vertex 2 
index number of vertex v 
Fig 3.3 Structure of the face array. 
enable the usage oft-he method. FACEl will be described later on in Section 3.7. 
Finally, both the subroutine that finds the initial face and the subroutine that 
stores face data call another subroutine to update face data. This has to be done 
because the gift-wrapping algorithm always produces three vertices for a face and not 
all faces necessarily will have only three vertices. The subroutine that updates the face 
information, ONFACE, checks :whether there exist other points that fall on the newly 
found face .. If some points are found, the. program using the two-dimension.al convex 
hull algorithm is called to obtain the actual vertices of the face. Once this is done, the 
face array that was previously· created is updated in the ONFACE routine. This 
subroutine will later on be explained in detail. 
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3.5.2 Edge data storage 
The edge data is stored in another ·integer array of size 1000. The information 
to be stored is the index number of each edge and the two numbers corresponding to 
the coordinates of the vertices stored in the points array.. 
index number of edge 
in1ex number of vertex 1 
index number of vertex 2 
Fig 3 .4 Structure of the edge array. 
This· array reads in the face index number, and stores the indices of the vertices 
1n the points array after getting them from the face array. A value which shows the 
nu m her of en tries that are stored in. the array is returned. 
3.5.3 Edge pool 
This pool is actually another integer array that stores the index numbers of the 
edges. The subroutine that creates the edge pool is called after the subroufine that 
creates the edge information. All of the index numbers of newly created edges a.re put 
into t_he pool. Once an edge is used in the gift-wrapping algorithm, ·its value is negated. 
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The stack of this pool contains the smallest positiv~ index number that corresponds to 
the index number of the edge_ that is to ·be used by the algorithm next. 
Negation of the index number of an edge is also done in the second section of 
the E_DGES subroutine which stores the edge information. After the creation of every 
edge, the edge array is checked against multiple entries. If a replica of the information 
~oncern1ng a newly -obtained edge is found in previously stored data, this n1eans that-
.. 
some other face that was constructed before is adjacent on the edge under 
consideration to the face that is presently bein_g used in the gift-wrapping algorithm. 
Since an edge can be shared by only two faces, this means that the edge under 
consideratio~ is not suitable to be used by the algorithm. Therefore, the index numbers 
of such edges are negated and then placed into the edge pool to prevent t-hem from 
being used by the gift-wrapping algorithm. 
3.6 Program structure 
The first few lines of the program are where the coord_inates of the sampled 
points are read and stored in the points array. Next, the points are ordered in the 
increasing x-direction by a simple ordering subroutine. Now the subroutine that 
employs the gift-wrapping algorithn1 can be called. The procedure of the gift-wrapping 
algo_ri th m is : 
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where 
L begin GJ := 0 b := 0 GJ> := 0 ; 
') 
.... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
end. 
F:= find an initial convex hull facet ; 
b {:: subfacets of F ; 
while ( ~ -:/= 0 ) do 
begin F {:: GJ ( take front element from stack ) ; 
end 
E .:= su bfacets of F ; 
for each e E E n ·'P d<;> ( edge e is a gift-
wrapping candidate ) 
begin F* := facet sharing e with F; 
put all subfacets of F* not 
already present in to 'P and 
remove those that are present ; 
end 
output F 
GJ = face array 
b = edge array 
'P = edge pool array 
The gift-wrapping algorithm which w·as discussed m Section 3.4.1 1s 
implemented 1n Steps 10 through 12. Also, the data structure of the above procedure 
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was explained in the preceding section .. Th~ next section discusses the initiation step. 
3. 7 Finding an initial convex hull facet 
The idea is to obtain a hyperplane containing a face of the convex hull by 
successive approximations. In essence, the technique used is an adaptation of the gift-
wrapping algorithm; w~ere at the }-th iteration of the three iterations, the hyperplane 
1rj contains a ( j- 1 ) face of the convex hull. Thus, a point of smalkst x-coordinate is· 
determined. This is done by the first subroutine that is called, which is an ordering 
routine. The point obtained is definitely a ver.tex of the convex hull. 
At the second iteration, hyperplane 1r 1 has unit normal n 1 == [ 1 0 0 ], and 
contains the vertex p 1. The unit vecto"r a 2 is chosen nor~al_ to n 1 and· 
to the z-axis. 
Therefore, the vector a 2 == [ 0 1 0 ). Now, gift-wrapping algorithm can be applied to 
find p 2 . Basically, with these given vectors, the gift-w
rapping algorithm gives out a 
slope comparison in the xy-plane. 
At the third iteration, hyperplane 7T' 2 has normal n 2 and contains the points p 1 
and p2 . The vector a 3 is normal to both n2 and p1p2
. Now, the gift-wrapping method 
can be applied again to find the third vertex p 3 . 
Three points are enough to define a face. The simplest face is a triangle, defined 
by three vertices. Therefore, with the three vertices found, the face array is initiated. In 
addition, a couple of counters that help in keeping track of the indices are initiated as 
well. As the last step, the FACEl subroutine calls the face array updating routine, 
ON FACE·, which is described in, detail in the following section. 
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3. 8 Updating the face array 
The problem now encountered is to find out whether the three vertices that are 
used to create the. face array are the only points that fall on the fc1:cc under 
consideration or not; and if more points are seen to fall on the face, to separate .internal 
poi'n ts from the verti'~es. 
The routine starts off with finding the normal of the face. This is done by using 
the face array to obtain the index numbers of the vertices and then calculating the two 
vectors that connect the first vertex to each of the other two vertices. The cross 
prod·uct of these vectors, when normalized, gives the face normal. The same method is 
used to find normals using two of the vertices and points of the set that are not 
considered before. If the normal found is equal to the normal of the face, this means 
that the point used in the calculation of the normal falls on the face under 
consideration. Th~refore, this ·point is added to the newly created array that contains 
all the points that lie on the plane of the face. 
:After the completion bf the array, a workp_lane is constructed. By doing this, 
the coordinates of the points are brought down from being three-dimensional to being 
only two-dimensional. ·The routine that does the transformation first finds the normal 
of the face. The first point that is sent to this subroutine is picked as the origin and ·the 
rest of the points are transformed according.ly. Next, the local x-axis of the workplane 
is constructed. The local y-axis can be found by taking_ the cross product of the normal 
( z ) with the local x.:.axis vector. Then, the remaining points are converted by making 
use of the relatio.ns : 
)( == Norm * Cos ( Angle ) ( ·3 - 10 ) 
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where 
Y ·. Norm* Sin ( Angle) (3-11) 
X = the transformed local x,.coordinate 
Y = the transformed local y-coordinate 
Norm = the norm of the translated vector p 1pk 
Angle = the angle between the local x-axis and the vector p 1p k , 
found by taking the dot product 
When the transformation of the points to the workplane Is done, the tw<?-
dimen$ional convex hull algorithm can be called. As stated before In Chapter 2, the 
detailed explanation of the two-dimensional convex hull algorithm is left to Chapter 4; 
here it should be assumed that this algorithm finds out the hull vertices and returns 
them. Therefore, the points that happen to fall into the interior of the area determined 
by the boµndary" of th·e convex hull a,re neglected. By updating the face array - hence 
including the hull ·vertices that did -not appear in the original face data array - the 
subroufine ends. 
This covers all the subroutines that are related to with the· construction. of the 
three-dimensional convex hull of a finite set of points sampled from a surface. Figure 
3.5- illustrates the convex hull th:at is constr-ucted around the set of points given in 
Figure 3.1. For purposes of cl_arity, Figure 3.1 is reproduced on top of the cubic hull. 
r..1ore examples can be found in Appendix C. 
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Fig 3.5 The convex hull of the example set of p·oints. 
3. 9 Evaluation of flatness tolerance 
Calculation of the flatnes_s tolerance is done by comparing dist.ances between 
the su,pporting planes of the convex hull. In other words, for every plane on which a 
face of the hull lies, the largest distance between this face and the vertices of the hull 
that are not on the face are calculated. Among these maximum distances that are 
found, the minimum gives the minimum zone and thus the flatness tolerance is found. 
The distance be.tween a plane and a point is calculated by the following 
method. The normal of the plane n can be regenerated by using the face data array. 
Using the sam~ array, any of the vertices can be obtained. Let the coordinates of this 
vertex be xv, Yv, and zv. Also, the point to which the dist~nce is measured to, x0 , Yo, 
z0 , is known. In the general equation of a plane 
Ax + fly + Cz + D = 0 ( 3 - 1~ ) 
the first three coefficients A, B, and C are the three components of n. So, D can be 
found by 
D == - ( A Xv + B Yv + Czv ) ( 3 - 13 ) 
Now the distance is 
d == I Ax0 + By0 + Cz0 + DI ( 3 - 14 ) 
The flatness tolerance, then, is given by : 
flatness == min ( max ( di ) ) ( 3 - 15 ) 
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Chapter 4 
EVALUATION OF STRAIGHTNESS TOLERANCE 
4.1 Introduction 
Straightness, like flatness, is a,n ANSI geometric form tolerance. As defined by 
the ANSI standard, both straightness and flatness specify a toler.ance zone w
ithin 
which the feature must be contained. Form tolerances do not require that the fe
ature 
referenced be in any particular position relative to a reference feature, only th
at its 
form be acceptable. 
Most CMMs evaluate straightness like flatness, using the classical least-squares 
approach. This chapter discusses the evaluation of the straightffess tolerance usin
g the 
minimum zone principle. Basically, this technique is the two-dimensio·nal version o
f the· 
technique described in the previous chapter. 
4. 2 The least-squares technique· 
In the two-din1ensional .case, the least-squares technique is used to fit a line 
through the set of sampled planar data points. The number of unknowns to be fou
nd ·is 
now two instead of three, namely the slope and the y,.intercept of the fitted line.
 The 
e;oal is to minimize the sum of the squared deviations of the measured points from
 the 
fitted line. Once the line is constructed, the straightness tolerance is found by ad
ding 
the distances between this fitted line anq the two data points that are the far
thest 
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from it in the two half-planes determined by it. 
Let the equation of a line be given in the form : 
y = mx + b (-4-1) 
The two constants to be found are m and b. When any one of the data points are 
considered, the left-.hand side of Equation ( 4 - 1 ) is seen to differ from the right-hand 
side unless the data point happens to fall on the fitted line. Therefore, for each point, 
the deviation from the fitted line is given by· 
( 4 - 2 ) 
Let S denote the sum of the squares of the d·eviations. S is given by 
( 4 - 3 ) 
Once again, .the. goal is to minimize the sum given by Equation ( 4 - 3 ). Hence, the 
two unknowns 1n and b can be found by solving the system of two equations that is 
generated when derivatives of S with respect to the unknowns are taken and set equal 
to zero. The unknowns m and b are determined by solving the following : 
2 x. 
i 
m 
b 
( 4 - 4 ) 
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As in the previous three-dimensional discussion of this algorithm, the term L 1 in the 
coefficient matrix gives N \Y hich is the nu m her of sam pied points. 
A program that employs the least-squares technique in the e\'aluation of 
straightness tolerance was developed in order to have results for comparison to th.e 
results of the straightness tolerance obtained by the mi"nimum zone technique. This· 
program is the two-dimensional version of the three--dimensional program that was 
developed ·for flatness evaluation purposes. As ·its three-dimensional counterpart, the 
program reads in the coordinates of the sampled points, calculates the entries of the 
matrices in Equation (. 4 ., 4 ), and solves the system to find m and b. Then, distances 
between sampl~ points and the least-squar~s line are computed by : 
d-i ( Yi - mxi - b ) / ( 1 + m
2 ) 0 ·5 ( 4 - 5 ) 
The straightness tolerance found by using the ·least-squares technique is 
straightness max ( dJ -Co min ( dJ ( 4 - 6 ) 
A number of examples and results are shown in Appendix C. In all cases, it is 
seen that the minimum zone technique gives better results than the leas·t-squares 
technique. 
4.3 Reading input 
The only difference between the input data received by the straightness 
calculation program and the flatness calculation program ~s the dimension of the 
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.coordh1ates. In both cases, the sampled pain ts are read from one datafile that con ta.ins 
the number of points and their coordinates. In straightness calculations, the points are 
planar and th us only have abscissas and ordinates. 
A number of example input files are listed in Appendix C. Since the algor-i'thrn 
becomes self-explanatory wi t.h figures that illustrate the defi 11 i tions of the con vex hull 
and the minimum zone, unlike the previous chapters, an example face will not be use<l 
along with the description of the algorithm. 
4.4 Construction of the convex hull 
Construction of the two-dimensional' con vex hull of the given data points 
constitutes the greater part of the calculation of the minimun1 ·zone. This is because the 
minimum zone of a set of points is determined by finding the minimum zone of the 
convex hull. This procedure con·sists of finding the minimum distance between a .Pair of 
parallel lines containing the given set of pain ts. 
The definition of the convex hull follows : 
Definition 4.1 Given an arbitrary set S of points in £3, the convex hull conv(S) of S, 
is the smallest convex set containing S. 
A two-dimensional .convex hull is a convex polygon. Finding the convex hull 
of a set of points in a plane is the construction of the convex polygon such that the 
polygon passes through some of ·the points ( the hull vertices ) and contains the rest of 
the points of the set. To visualize the con vex h u II, consider a large, st retched rub bcr 
band at infinity surrounding the set of points. \Vhen the band is release<l, it will 
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Fig 4.1. Definztion of the convex hull. 
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assume the shape of the convex hull. This is illustrated in Fi_gure 4.1. 
There are many methods for computing the convex hull of a set of planar 
points. Four such algorithms will be introduced here, and the algorithm thc:i.t \\'as 
chosen will be explained in detail. 1\Iore information about the other three algorithms 
can be obtained from [.11) and [6). 
The first method is known as "the Graham Scan". Suppose that an interior 
.point of the given set is found. The. others points are transformed by subtractions so 
that the first point is· at the origin. Next, the N points are sorted lexicographically by 
polar angle and distance fron1 the origin. If several points have the same polar angle, 
only the one .farthest from the origin need .be retained. Following the arrangemen:t" of 
the sorted pain ts, a p·oJygon in standard form is obtained. The essence of Graha1n-'s 
algorithm is a single scan around t-he ordered points by \vhich the interior points are 
eliminated. This is done by con1paring angles formed by three consecutive ordered 
points. "If the angle is found to be reflex, it is seen that the second point of the three 
falls in the triangle determined by -the other two points and the origin, and is th us 
eliminated. The remaining points of the scan are the hull vertices in the required orcler. 
The second n1ethod of constructing the convex hull is "Jarvis's IVIarch". 
Suppose that the lexicographically lowest point A. of the set is foun·d. This point is 
definitely a vertex of the hull. The consecutive vertex Bon the hull will be the one that 
has the least polar_ angle with respect to A as the origin. If now B is taken to be the 
origin and the vector AB is defined as the ·direction df zero polar angle, then the next 
point C is the one that has the smallest polar angle with respect to B. The rest of the 
points are found similarly. Tlds algorithm marches around the convex hull, finding 
consec;:utive points one by one; hence the name "Jarvis's :rvtarch". 
The third algorithm is worst-case optimal like the first one. It is called "Linear 
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Expected-time Algorithm", and is based on a divid~-and-conquer idea.This algorithrn 
suggests that the given problem be divided into two problems of about equal size. 
Therefore, the given set of points· are divided to produce two sets, each containing half 
of the points. If the convex hulls of the two sets are found recursively and separately, 
the hull of the union of. two convex hulls can be dete.rmined by using the Graham scan. 
Each three of the algoritms that were ·introduced required the presence of all of 
the data points before any ·processing begins. The last method is called "the On-fine 
Algorithm", and it is carried out as information is received. So this algorithm 
constructs the convex hull with the initial points, and updates the hull every time an 
exterr1al paint is read in. 
All of the introduced algorithms are efficient and they do not present problems 
1n coding. In choosing the algorithm to be implemented, the fourth one is discarded 
since the special case o'f working on-line is not necessary. When the execution times of 
the -remaining algorithms are compared, it .is seen that the third one becomes 'tl1e n1ost 
advantageous. The execut.ion time of the Graham scan is always 0( N log N). Jarvis's 
algorithm ru·ns in a time interval that varies between linear and quadratic. Finally, the 
divide-and-conquer a)gorithm i_s seen to run in linear ~ime. However, for the normal 
distribution, Jarvis's algorithm is expected to take slightly less time than Graham's 
scan. 
The number of required points for· straightness calculation usually ranges from 
15 to about 30. Taking 25 to be a reasonable average number, it is concluded that 
Jarvis's l'vlarch would prove to be very fast and effective. In addition, this algorithm is 
in accordance with the gift-wrapping algorithm that was irnp.lemented in the three-
dimensional case. Therefore, it is the preferred algorithm. 
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4.4.1 Jarvis's March Algorithm 
In implementing this algorithm, a simple ordering routine is needed in the 
beginning in order to ·find the minimum or the maximum abscissa or ordinate values. It 
should be noted that all of these aforementioned points certainly fall on the convex 
hull. Choosing one of these ·points to be the point to start the march, the consecutive 
points can be· found by applying the algorithm that Jarvis proposed. 
In Figure 4.2, the point with the smallest ordinate is found and d1osen to be 
the first vertex. Point 2 is determined by comparing angles; the line that joins the first 
two points has the smallest angle with the horizontal. The other points are found 
likewise. Each vertex is discovered in 0( N ) time. The march ends when the last point 
is connected to the. first and the construction of the hull is completed. 
Fig 4.2 The Jarvis's March for constructing the convex hull. 
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4.5 Program structure 
The straightness evaluation progran1 starts by reading the coorclihatcs· of the 
input points. Following this, the points are ordered in the increasing x-values by a 
simple ordering subroutine. The program next calls three subroutines that apply the 
Jarvis's March to construct the convex hull. 
In the first subroutine, all of the points are considered two by two and the 
angle that t_he line whi"ch connects the two points makes with the horizontal Is 
calculated. These values are stored in a two-dimensional array which Is passed on to 
the second subroutine. 
The second subroutine assigns the point with the smallest abscissa. to be the 
first hull vertex. Each consecutive vertex is found by calling the third subroutine, 
which finds the smallest angle from the horizontal line that passes through the paint 
under cor:isideration a:i;nong the stored angles. When -the coordinates of the newly found 
point n1atch those of the first point, the march is terminated. The hull vertices are 
stored in two real number arrays·. 
The coordinates of the constructed hull are passed on to the main program. 
The final step is to find the maxim1:1.m distance to hull vertices for each edge, and then 
to find the minim um zone by finding the minim um of the calculated distances .. 
4.6 Evaluation of the straightness tolerance 
The final subroutine that is called in the calculation of the straightness 
tolerance is a subroutine that calculates the distance between a .point and a line. 'T'his 
subroutine is called in a do-loop in the main program such that all of the distances 
5:3 
between supporting lines ( lines that pass through edges ) of the convex hull an<l the 
rest of fhe hull vertices are calculated. The .maximum distance for each edge is found 
by comparing the calculated distances. The final search is carried out between the 
.m.axirrium di'stances, and the minin1um of these is equated to the straightness tolerance. 
Figure 4.3 shows how this technique works to co1npute the n11111mum zone. In 
the figure, two parallel supporting lines of the hull are shown. It can be proven that the 
minimum :zone is parallel to one of the edges of the convex hull. Actually, one of the 
parallel supporting lines coincides with that edge. This is why the search for the 
minimum zone is carried out amohg the distances between two parallel supporting lines 
of the hull; that is to say, the distances between edges and opposite vertices of the hull. 
If this distance is d·enoted by di, the following holds : 
straightness min ( max ( di ) ) ( 4 - 7 ) 
Fig 4.3 Definition of the minimum zone. 
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The distance between a line and a point is found as follows. First, using the t\vo 
consecutive vertices tha.t determine an edge, the slope qf the line that passes through 
the vertices, m, is calculated. The slope of the perpendicular line that passes through 
the point to which the distance is found, m .l' is simply found by the well-known 
formula; m· n1 J_ == -,-1. Knowing· the slope and at l~ast a paint on the line, the y-
intercepts of both lines are calculated. The point of intersection is computed by 
equating the equations of the lines and solving for the coordinates. Finally, the distance 
is found by applying the distance formula to the point and tlie calc.ulated intersection 
point. 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSION 
This thesis study presents two methods facilitating the automatic selection of 
measurement points on planar faces with holes and the evaluation of flatness tolerance 
for planes. These two methods were described in Chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore,. the 
two-dimensional convex hull algorithm employed by both aforementioned methods has 
been implemented in the evaluation of straightness tolerance, which was described lll· 
Chapter 4. M·oreover, the feasibility of the presented methods were proven by 
developing program modules that employ these methods, and these program modules 
were also introduced in each chapter, following the discussion of the methods. 
The program module that employs the automatic selection of measurement 
points method has produced successful results. Consequently, it has been implemented 
to a software that has been developed. to generate inspection programs for CMMs. This 
implementation is discussed in Section 5.3. 
The program modules that employ the mm1mum zone principle m the 
evaluation of flatness and straightness tolerances and their counterparts that employ 
the least-squares method have been run on the same machine using the same input. 
The results of both methods have been compared and is has been seen t_hat the 
resulting flatness and straightness tolerances obtained by the program modules that use 
the 1ninimum zone principle are sn1aller: Therefore, ·it has been proven that the 
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methods introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 provide an efficient and effective tool for the 
evaluation of flatness and straightness tolerances. 
5 .1 Summary of the program modules 
All three of the program modules that were introduced in the previous chapters 
~ 
are written in FORTRAN language on Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX/VivlS 
operating system. The programs are summarized below. 
THE AUTOlvIATIC POINT SELECTION PROGRAivl: 
* Number of lines 
* Comment lines 
* Numb.er of subroutines: 
* Integrated .routines 
679 
24% 
27 
6 from t.he Automatic Mesh Generator [SJ 
1 from the POL YGO·N package [.9] 
8 from the GRAPH3D package (10] 
THE FLATNESS EVALUATION PROGRAM 
* Number of lines 653 
* Comment lines 27% 
* Number of subroutines: 14 
* Integrated routines none 
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THE STRAIGHTNESS EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
* Number of lines 
* Comment lines 
* Number of subroutines: 
* Integrated routines 
5. 2 Executing the. programs 
200 
25% 
5 
none 
In order to run the programs, the requi'red information should be prepared and 
stored ·in data files beforehand. The required information for each program is explained 
in the input secti-ons of Chapters 2, 3, and 4. 
The au tom a tic paint selection program needs to read data in from two data 
files. Once these files are ready, the program can be run. This is done by typing : 
RUN .MARS ( 5 - 1 ) 
The progra1n asks for the names of the input files one by one. Let the file that contains 
loop information be called LOOP.DAT, and the file that has the coordinate data be 
called COOR.DAT. Furthermore, let carriage return ( or simply Return or Enter ) be 
represented by {RET}. Figure 5.1 shows .how data is given to the prog'ram. 
The third and the last set of inforrnation that this program needs is the nutriber 
of points to select. If a number smaller than four is entered here, the program will print 
a warning ·message and ask for an integer .greater than three. The upper limit is 1000, 
which is the size of the points array. 
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Loop data file : LOOP.DAT {RET} 
Vertex data file : COOR.DAT {RET} 
Enter number of points to be selected {min 4 points) : 
Fig 5.1 Input to the automatic point selection program. 
.. 
The output of the program is the printout of the coordinates of the selected 
points and the graphic display of the triangular mesh generated o.n the face with 
selected points ·highlighted. Several outputs are included in Appendix C. 
A data file named as FLAT .DAT containing the number of en tries and the 
three-dimensional coordinates of a set of sampled points is needed to be able to run the 
flatness evaluating program. To run the program, the user has to type : 
RUN FLAT2 ( 5 - 2 ) 
No other information is necessary. The output consists of the printout of the flatness 
tolerance evaluated by the program. 
When a similar data file containing only two-dimensional coordinates is 
prepared and named as STRS.DAT, the straightness evaluating program can be run by 
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typing : 
RUN STRAIGHT2 ( 5 - 3 ) 
As in the previous c?-se, no other information is necessary. The output consists of the 
printout of the straightness tolerance evaluated by the program·. 
5.3 Implementation and enhancement of the programs 
The automatic point selection program has already been ·implemented to a 
software called $CM1\1.DMIS (12] that has been developed to create inspection 
programs in Dl\lIIS (Dimensional iv1e~suring Interface Specification) fo"r coordinate 
measuring ·machines. It can be employed in the measurem.ent of planes, for 
characterizing faces, in generating sampling points on faces, and for other geometri·c 
purposes. 
A poss.ible enhancement that can be made in this program would be 
implementing weight factors to the vertex points in the triangular mesh generation 
stage so that .the selection of points will be biased on regions of the face· if it is desired. 
vVith this added flexibility, the user will be able to manipulate the point selection 
process by affecting the u·niformity of the triangular mesh generated on the input face. 
If optimality becomes of considerable importance, the random selection 
procedure could totally be elin1inated and the optimum point search that is only- used 
in the special case of four points could be generalized. However, it should be noted that 
in all cases, random selection provides sufficiently good distributions. 
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The two programs developed for the evaluation of flatness and straigh tncss can 
also be implemented to coordinate measuring machine software. Since the results of 
evaluating form tolerances by using the minimum zone principle proves to be much 
better than that of the least-squares technique, it is expected that the great n1ajority of 
the Cl\!11\1 soft\vare will employ the former approach in t-he n_ear future. 
Construction of convex hulls in both two al).d three dimensions can also be 
useful in various diverse areas. Some of these were mentioned in Section 3.4. A1iart 
from the implementations, there are no real algorithmic enhancements that can be 
made for the two form tolerance evaluation programs. Since the minimum zone me_thod 
guarantees the smallest forn1 tolerance, no other algorithm can come up with a better 
result. The onJy improvement could come in simplicity of coding and the consumption 
of less computing time. 
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Appendix .A 
SUBROUTINE DEFINITIONS 
The first part of the Appendix is reserved for the detailed definitions of the ~ 
subroutines used by the three programs. In Section 5.1, these programs \Vere 
summarized In terms of statistics. To sum up, the three programs prese_nted in 
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 call a total of 31 original subroutines. In_ addition to this, 6 
subroutines from Natasuhada's Automatic Mesh Generator [8), 1 subroutine from the 
POLYGON package (9), and 8 subroutines from the GRAPH3D package have been 
used in the automatic point selection program presented in Chapter 2. 
Although the number of original subroutines called by the programs add up to 
31, some of the subroutines are utilized in all programs. These subroutines fall into the 
category of being the two-dimensional convex hull calculation programs. If this fact IS 
considered, .it is seen that the actual number of o.riginal subroutines is only 23. 
In the following pages, these 23 subroutines will be presented in alphabetical 
order. Next to the name of the subroutine, a number d_enoting the main program that 
calls the routine i_s placed. The legend is : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
for 
for 
for 
The Automatic Point Selection Program - Chapter 2 
The Flatness Evaluation Program 
The Straightness Evaluation Program 
- Chapter 3 
- Chapter 4 
Additionally, 15 general purpose subroutines that are used by the progra1ns 
in tro_d uced by only giving their formats. l'dore information concerning these subroutines 
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could be obtained from the references. The reference n.umber for each of these rout
ines 
are printed next to. the subroutine name. 
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.AREA (1) 
This subroutine calculates the ar~a determined by a set of planar points. 
Format 
CALL AREA (NP,IJI<,CP)(,CPY,)CYAREA) 
Arguments : 
NP number of points to be selected 
integer, input 
Ill{ index number of the set 
integer, input 
CPX x- coordinate array of points 
real(l,NP), input 
CPY y- coordinate arrq.y of points 
real( 1,N P), input 
)(YAREA rninimax area of given set of points 
real, output 
Description : 
AREA implements the two-dimensional convex hull algorithm in the 
calculation of the ·minimax area. The coordinates of the set of pain ts are used 
in the construction of the convex hull. Next, the minimax area of the hull, 
XYAREA, is computed and returned. 
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·COG (1) 
This subroutine calculates the centroids of the triangles in the n1esh. 
Format : 
CALL COG (XC, YC,ICO UNT,JCO U NT,NTRI) 
Argu1nents : 
XC 
YC 
!COUNT 
JCOUNT 
NTRI 
Description : 
x- coordinate array of centroids 
real(lOOO); output 
y- coordinate array of centroids 
real(lOOO), output 
m.ain prograrn co.unter for indexing of centroids 
integer, i-n put 
routine co.t1.nter for updating IGOU NT 
integer, output 
number of triangles in the mesh 
integer_, input 
.. 
.. 
COG uses: the output- of the finite element mesh generator in the calculation 
of the centroids of the triangles of the mesh. 
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CROSS (1) 
This subroutine calculates the cross prod.uct of two vectors. 
Format : 
CALL CROSS (PTl ,PT2,PT3,PT4,X) 
Arguments : 
PTl 
PT2 
PTJ 
PT4 
X 
Description : 
beginning coordinates of first vector 
real( 3), input 
end coordinates of first vector 
re al ( 3 ) , i n p u t 
beginning coordinates· of second vector 
real(3), input 
end coordinates of second vector 
real(3), input 
normalized vector product 
real(3), output 
CROSS gives the normalized cross product of two ·vectors. 
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.. 
DIST_NS(l) 
This subroutine calculates the distance between two points. 
Format : 
CALL DISTNS (Xl, Yl,.,,\'"2, Y2,D) 
·' 
Arguments : 
Xl 
Yl 
Y2 
D 
Description : 
.. 
. x- coordinate of first point 
real, input 
y- coordinate of first point 
real,.input 
·x- coordinate of second point 
.real, input 
y- cootdin0:te of second point 
real, inpu.t 
distance between the points 
real, output 
_D ISTNS c01npu tes the distance between two points by the distance forrr1 ula. 
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DOTPR (2) 
This subroutine finds the angle between two vectors. 
Format : 
CALL DOTPR (Vl,V2,ANGLE) 
Arguments : 
Vl 
V2 
ANGLE 
Description : 
first vector 
real(3), input 
sec.and vector 
real(3), input 
the angle between the two vectors 
real, output 
DOTPR calculates the angle between the vecto.rs by the dot product 
equation. 
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DPPL(3) 
This subroutine calculates the distance between a point and a line. 
Format. : 
CALL DPPL (Xl,Yl, X2, Y2,X3, Y3,D) 
Arguments : 
.)(l x- c_oordinate of first point on the line 
real, input 
Yl y- coordinate of first point on the line 
real, input 
X2 x- coordinate of second point on the line 
real, input 
Y2 y- coordinate of second point on the line 
real, input 
X3 x- coordinate of the p.oint 
real, input 
Y3 y- coordinate of the point 
real, input 
D distance between the line and the point 
real, output 
Description : 
DPPL computes the distance between a line and a point by calculating t.he 
length of the segment that is perpendicular to the line and that connects the 
· point to the line. 
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EDGES (2) 
This subroutine creates an array of edge data. 
Format : 
CALL EDGES. (l\fU,IP E) 
Arguments : 
lvf U 
!PE 
Description : 
index number of face array 
integer, input 
counter for edge array 
integer, input & output 
EDGES uses the face information to build the edge array. Every time this 
routine is called, 1 PE is u-pdat~d and returned, so that when the routine is 
called again, it will start from where it left off. 
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E_POOL (2) 
This subroutine forms an array of a pool of edges. 
Format 
CALL E_POOL (ILP,IPE,IPEP,PSI) 
Arguments : 
!LP 
!PE 
!PEP 
PSI 
Description : 
loop counter in n1ain program 
integer, input 
counter for edge array 
integer, input 
counter for edge pool array 
integer, input & output 
index number of edge array 
integer, output 
E POOL is used to store newly created edges in a pool and to return the 
index number of the edge which is on top of stack. It is also used to update 
the array ancl to eliminate the edges that should not be use<l in the main 
program. 
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ESL (1) 
This subroutine calculates the element side length of a triangular mesh. 
Format 
CALL ESL (NXY,XY,NP) 
Argurnents : 
N)(Y 
XY 
NP 
Description : 
number of data points 
integer, input 
coordinates of data points 
_real(3,N)CY), input 
number of points to be selected 
integer, in p u t 
ESL- takes iri the coordinates of the given points to calculate the perimeter of 
the outer loop; then it finds an initial assumption for the element side length 
by dividing the perimeter by the number of points to be selected. The 
calculated constant is sent to the triangular mesh generating program by a 
con1mon block. 
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FACEl (2) 
This subroutine finds an initial face for the gift-wrapping algorithm. 
Format : 
CALL FAC.£1 (Jv!U,IPE,IPEP) 
Arguments : 
A1U index number of face aTTay 
integer, output 
IPE counter for edge array 
integer, output 
!PEP counter for edge pool aTTay 
integer, output 
Description : 
F AC El takes in the coordinates of the s_ampled pain ts by a common block 
· and finds an initial face of the convex ·hull of the points. Then, it initializes 
the face, the edge, and the edge pool arrays. 
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FACES (2) 
This subroutine creates a face array. 
Forn1at : 
CALL FACES (MU,PSI,IGiV) 
Arguments : 
lv!U 
PSI 
IGJV 
Description : 
index number of face array 
integer, input & output 
index number of edge array 
integer, input 
index nu1nber for new poi.nt found by gift-wrapping 
integer, input 
FACES uses the output of the gift-wrapping algorithm implemented in 
GIFT\NRAP to store the newly created face into the face array. 
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FLATNESS (2) 
This subroutine calculates the flatness tolerance of a convex hull. 
Forinat : 
CALL FLATNESS(ILP,IPE,IMU) 
Argu1nents : 
!LP 
IPE 
I1if U 
Description : 
loop counter in main pro·gram 
integer, input 
counter for edge array 
integer, in pu·t 
array containing face array indices 
integer(30), input 
FLATNESS finds the mrn1mum distance of the distances bet\veen opposite 
supporting planes of the convex hull. The information concerning the co:nvex 
hull -is passed on from the main program by common blocks. 
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GET_PTS (1) 
Format : 
This subroutine reads the input face information from two data files and 
preprocesses the data for generation of the triangular mesh. 
CALL GET _PTS (NLOOP,N!vIP,BPNTS,NE)(T,XY,NP) 
Argun1en ts : 
NLOOP 
NAIP 
BP1VTS 
NEXT 
XY 
NP 
Description : 
number of loops ( outer and inner) 
integer, input & output 
number of merged polygons 
integer, input & output 
boundary points of the polygons 
integer(!), input & output 
pointer for BP NTS array 
integer(!), iriput & output 
coordinates of vertices 
real(3,500), input & output 
number of points to be selected 
integer, input & output 
GET -PTS first takes in the input contained. in. two data files. Next, it 
prepares the given data for the triangular mesh generation program, and 
returns these processed values to the main program. 
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GIFTvVRAP (2) 
This subroutine is the coding of the giftwrap algorithm. 
Format : 
CALL GITFWRAP(ILP,AIU,PSI,Ilv!U,IGT.,,V) 
Argu1nen_ts : 
!LP loop -counter in main program 
integer, input 
MU index number of face arr_ay 
integer, input 
PSI index number of edge array 
·integer, input 
Il'vf U array containing face array indices 
integer(30), input 
IGW index number found by algorithm 
integer, output 
Description : 
GIFTvVRAP routine is the heart of the flatness evaluating program. The 
edge waiting on stack is ta.ken in, the gift-wrapping algorithm is applied, and 
a new face of the convex hull is found. 
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HULL (.1,2,3) 
This subroutine finds the vertices of a convex hull. 
Format : 
CALL HULL (NP,P,ANGLE,NH,H) 
Arguments : 
NP 
p 
ANGLE 
NH 
H 
Description : 
.. 
nuniber of points in the set 
integer, input 
coordinate array of the points 
real(2,NP), input 
angle array of paired points 
real( N P,N P), input 
number of hull vertices 
integer, output 
coordinates of hull vertices 
real(2,N P), output 
HULL reads in the coprdinates and the angles, and then applies the two-
dimensional convex hull algorithm to find the hull vertices. 
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LOCAL (2) 
Forrnat · 
This subroutine constructs a local coordinate system and transforms three-
dimensional points into two-dimensional points defined on the workpfane. 
CALL LOCAL(NPOF,H3D,H2D) 
Arguments : 
NPOF number of points on the face 
integer, input 
H3D coordinates of points on the face 
real(3,NPOF), input 
H2D transformed coordinates 
real(2,N POF), output 
Description : 
LOCAL constructs a local coordinate system on the face using the first three 
of the coordinates defined on the workplane, and transforms the three-
dimensional vertex coordinates to two dimensions. 
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ONFACE (2) 
This subroutine finds points that are lying on a face . 
Format : 
CALL ONFACE(MU) 
Argu1nen ts : 
A1U 
Description : 
index number of face array 
integer, input 
0 NF ACE calculates the normals using all of the points in the original set 
and thus finds all of the points that are coplanar. Nex·t, it calls the 
subroutines that implement the two-dimensional convex hull algorithm 1n 
order to find the vertices among the points that fall on the same face. 
.. 
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OPTIPO (1) 
This subroutine finds the four optin1um points that best define the 
face under cons'ideration. 
Format : 
CALL OPTIPO(XC, YC, TNTRI) 
Arguments : 
XC 
YC 
TNTRI 
D.escription : 
x- coordinate array of points 
real(lOOO), input 
y- coordi.nate array of points 
real(l.000), in.put 
total nun1ber of points 
integer, input 
OPTIPO uses the distance formula to find the four points that are best 
scattered on the face. 
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ORDER (1,2,3) 
This subroutine orders the given points in ascending.order. 
Format 
CALL ORDER(N,P) 
Arguments : 
N 
p 
Description : 
number of points in the set 
integer, input 
coordinates of the points 
real(2 or 3,N), input 
This subroutine orders the given points. Note that it can be ·used for ordering 
two dimensional and three dimensional arrays with a small adjustment. 
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RPS (1) 
This subroutine randomly selects a number· of points among the given set. 
Format : 
CALL RPS(XC, YC,NP, TNTRI) 
Arguments : 
XC 
YC 
NP 
TNTRI .. 
Description : 
x- coordinate array of points 
real(l), input 
y-coordinate array of points 
real(l), input 
n.umber of points to be selected 
integer, input 
total number of points in the set 
integer, input 
RPS selects the required number of points randomly among the supplied set 
of points. 
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SHOWPT(l) 
This su hr.outine displays the selected points on screen. 
Format : 
CALL SHOWPT{NP) 
Arguments : 
NP number ·Of points to be displayed 
integer, input 
Description : 
SHO\VPT calls NEWCOL, POINTA, and SEND to display the selected 
pain ts. 
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StvlAN G (1,2,3) 
This subroutine. finds the smallest ctngle among the given set of angles. 
Format : 
CALL S1,IANG(NP,ANGLE,TNDEX,NE./YT) 
Argun1en ts : 
NP 
ANGLE 
INDEX 
NE)(T 
Description : 
number of angles 
integer, input 
array of angles 
real( N P,N P), input 
index number of angles 
integer, input 
index number of the smallest angle 
integer, output 
Stv1ANG finds the smallest angle· of a given set by comparing the values of 
·the an-gles. 
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SUPANGLES(l,2,3) 
This subrout_ine calculates the angle between two points and the horizontaL 
Format : 
CALL SUPANGLES(NP,P,ANGLE) 
Argun1ents : 
NP 
p 
ANGLE. 
Description : 
number of points 
integer, input 
coordinates of the points 
real(2,NP), input 
array of angles· 
real(NP,NP), output 
SUP ANGLES takes in the coord1nates of the points, pairs them in twos, and 
find the angle the pairs make with the horizontal. 
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A UTONlG [8] 
This is the automatic mesh generating routine. 
-Format : 
CALL AUTOMG(NNODE,NELEM,ETYPE) 
BNI>RPT [8] 
This subroutine stores the boundary points. 
Format : 
CALLBNDRPT(NNODn 
CALCPI [8) 
Th is SU hrou tine calc:ulates ·some angular cons tan ts. 
Format : 
CALL CALCPI( ) 
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PUTED(S] 
This subroutine stbres the edge data. 
Fonnat : 
CALL PUTPT(IJI<+2,IJI<) 
PUTPT (8] 
This su bro.u tine stores the coo:rdinate data. 
Format : 
CALL PUTPT(IJI<, U(JJJ<), V(IJJ<),0.,1.) 
REVED(S] 
This subroutine revises the edge data. 
Forn1at : 
CALL REVED() 
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POLIN!( [9] 
Format : 
This subro.utine finds the connecting lines of inner loops to the outer
 loop and 
divides the given face that contains -holes into polygons. 
CALL POLINK(NAIP,NVLOP,NXY,XY,NRJ\1,BPNTS,NE.XT,C\V,IVUNO) 
DRAWA [10] 
This subroutine draws a line in the absolute mode. 
Format : 
CALL DRAvVA()(,Y,Z,CW,IVISJVUNO) 
EXIT [10] 
This subroutine is called when the program ends. 
Format : 
CALL EXIT() 
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INIT (10] 
This subroutine initializes the terminal driver. 
Format : 
CALL INIT('TEJ(4107') 
NE\:VCOL [10] 
This subroutine changes the color of the entities to be drawn .. 
Format : 
CALL NE\:VCOL(N) 
POINT A [10] 
This subroutine displays. a point in the absolute mode 
Format.: 
CALL POINTA(X, Y,Z,CW,INOUT,IVIS,IVUNO) 
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SEND [10] 
This subroutine draws all the en ti ties called. 
Format : 
CALL SEND() 
SET _MODE [10] 
This subroutine sets the mode in which the terminal is operating. 
Format : 
CALL SET _l\IODE('ANSI') 
SETWIN [10] 
This subroutine defines the window size. 
Format : 
CALL SET vV IN ( X AI IN, X 1\J A)(, Y 1vf IN, Y lvf AX, Z .,1 IN, Z Al A)( ,IV UNO) 
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Appendix B 
EXAMPLE DATA FILES 
This section of_ the Appendix contains a number of data files that 
were used ·as 
input for the programs. First, four pairs of data files are provide
d for the automatic 
point selection program. The first file is the file that represents
 the figure that was 
used in Chapter 2. The graphics displays generated by using these files 
can be found in 
Appendix C. 
Next, four example files containing points sampled from planar 
surfaces are 
provided for the flatness evaluation program. Finally, three data f
iles that ate used as 
straightness evaluation examples are presented. Tabulated r
esults showing the 
calculated form tolerance values are presented in Appendix C for 
comparison between 
the least-squares and the minimu.m zone methods. 
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THE AUTOl'vIATIC POINT SELECTION PROGRAivI 
EXAMPLE:l 
Loop Data File : 
2 
4 
4 
Vertex data file : 
-'>O -'>O ~ . ' .... . 
20., -20. 
20., 20. 
-20., 20. 
10., 10. 
10., -10. 
-10·., -'-10. 
--,-10., 10. 
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THE AUT0~1fATIC POINT SELECTION PROGRAM 
EXANlPLE 2: 
Loop Data File : 
1 
6 
Vertex data file : 
0., 0. 
75 .. , 0. 
75.,50. 
35., 40. 
0., 60. 
-45 .. , 10. 
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THE AUTOMATIC POINT SELECTION PROGRAN1 
EXA:tvIPLE 3 : 
Loop Data file : 
3 
4 
5 
3 
Vertex data file : 
-20 .;_ '>O . , - . 
20'., -20. 
20.,20. 
-20., 20. 
15., 10. 
15., 0. 
5., 0. 
-5., 5. 
-5., 10. 
- io., o. 
0., -10.. 
--15., -10. 
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.THE AUTOMATIC POINT ·SELECTION PROGRAM 
EXAlVIPLE 4 : 
Loop Data File : 
4 
8 
4 
·3 
3" 
Vertex data file : 
20., 0. 
12.,10. 
0., 20. 
-12., 10. 
-20., 0. 
-12., -10. 
0., -20. 
12., -10. 
-10., -8. 
-10., -5. 
8., -5. 
10., -8. 
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o., o. I 
-10., 0. 
0., 10. 
10., o. 
7., -3. 
7., 3. 
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THE FLATNESS EVALUATION PROGRAivI 
EXA1YIPLE 1 : 
8. 
0., 0., 0. 
1., 0., 0. 
1., 0., 1. 
0., 0., 1. 
1., 1., 0. 
0., 1., 1. 
0., 1., 0 . 
. 1., 1., 1. 
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THE FLATNESS EVALUATION PROGRAM 
EXA1'v1 PLE 2 : 
20 
0.25, 0.2, 0.073 
0.25·, 0.4, ·o.069 
0.25, 0.6, 0.001 
0.25, 0.8, 0.014 
0.25, 1.0, 0.027 
0.50, 0.2, 0.039 
0.50, 0.4, 0.096 
0.50, 0.6, 0.017 
0.50, 0.8, 0.087 
0.50, 1.0, 0.006 
0.75, 0.2, 0.019 
0.75, 0.4, 0.090 
0.75, 0.6, 0.038 
0.75, 0.8, 0.078 
o.75, 1.0, ·o.os1 
LO, 0.2, 0.018 
1.0, 0.4, 0.003 
1.0, 0.6, 0.032 
1.0, 0.8, 0.066 
1.0, 1.0, 0.012 
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THE FLATNESS EVALUATION PROGRAM 
EXAMPLE 3: 
20 
0.25, 0.2, 0.073 
0.25, 0.4, 0.069 
0.25, 0.6, 0.001 
0.25, 0.8, 0.014 
0.25, 1.0, 0.027 
0.50, 0.2, 0.039 
0.50, 0.4, 0.096 
o.:5o,. 0.6, 0.017 
0.50, 0.8, 0.087 
0.50, 1.0, 0.006 
0.75, 0.2, 0.019 
0.75, 0.4, 0.090 
0.75, 0.6, 0.0:38 
0.75, 0.8, 0.078 
0.75, 1.0, 0.087 
1.0, 0.2, 0.018 
1.0, 0.4, 0.003 
1.0, 0.6, 0.032 
1.0, 0.8, 0.066 
1.0,. 1.0, 0.912 
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THE FLATNESS EVAL.U.ATTON PROGRATvI 
EXAMPLE 4: 
25 
0.2, 0.2, -0.07523 
0.2, 0.4, 0.06529 
0:2, 0.6, 0.00751 
0.2, 0.8, 0.01~14 
0.2, 1.0, 0.02257 
0.4, 0.2, -0.03982 
0.4, 0.4, 0.09076 
0.4, 0.6, 0.02317 
0.4,. 0.8, -0.00897 
0.4, 1.0, -0.00116 
0.6, 0.2, 0.01096 
0.6, 0.4, -0.01890 
0.6, 0.6, 0.03846 
0.6, 0.8, 0.09678 
0.6, 1.0, -0.02377 
0.8, 0.2, 0.00969 
0.8, 0.4, 0.03281 
0.8, 0.6,-0.05655 
0.8, 0.8, 0.00872 
0.8, 1.0, 0.00564 
1.0, 0.2, 0.01324 
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i< 
1.0, 0.4, -0.00673 
1.0, 0.6, -0.09032 
1.0, 0.8, 0.03666 
1.0, 1..0, -0.3612 
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THE STRAIGHTNESS EVALUATION PROGRAI\tl 
EXANIPLE 1 : 
20 
0.05, -0.04235 
0.10, -0.06352 
0.15, 0.00032 
0.20, 0.01487 
n.25, -0.06633 
0.30, -0.05423 
0.35, 0.09234 
0.40, -0.06117 
0.45, 0.01326 
0.50, -0.00111 
0.55, 0.04511 
0.60, -0.01191 
0 .65, -0 .03434 
0.7.0, 0.09231 
0.75, -0.02327 
0.80, 0.08763 
0.85, 0.00989 
0.90,-0.03471 
0.95, 0.09583 
1.00, -0.00036 
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THE STRAIGHTNESS EVALUATION PROGRAlvl 
EXANIPLE 2: 
20 
0.05, 0.0012 
0.10, 0.0019 
0.15, -0.0024 
0.20, 0.0084 
0.25, 0.0021 
0.30, 0.0078 
0.35, -0.0021 
0.40, -0.0003 
0.45, 0.0093 
0.50, 0.0051 
0.55, -0.0013 
0.60, 0.074 
0.65, 0.0092 
0.70, 0.0037 
n.75, -0.0024 
0.80, 0.0031 
0.85, 0.0010 
0.90,-0.0011 
0.95, 0.0055 
1.00, 0.0004 
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THE STRAIGHTNESS EVALUATION PROGRAivl 
EXAl'vl P LE 3 : 
20 
0.05, 0.0012 
·O .10, 0.001 0 
0~15, 0.0014 
0.20, 0.0015 
0.25, 0.0017 
0.30, 0.0020 
0.35, 0.0023 
0.40, 0.0024 
0.45, 0.0025 
0.50,. 0.002.8 
0 :55, 0.0027 
0.60, 0.0026 
Q.65, 0.0025 
0.70, 0.0025 
0.75, 0.0024 
0.80, 0.0022 
0.85, 0.0020 
0.90,0.0017 
0.95, 0.0012 
1.00, 0.0021 
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Appendix C 
RESULTS AND OUTPUTS 
The final section of the Appendix contains graphics outputs of the auton1atic 
point selection program, and tables in which the least-squares results of the form 
evaluation programs are compared to the results of the minimum zone approach. 
The output of Example 1 of the automatic point selection progran1 was shown 
in Figs .. 2.5 and 2.6-, and so is not reproduced here. 
Note the slight difference between Examples 2 and 3 of the flatness data files. 
Only in the very fast line, a zero is changed to a nine. The effects of this change can be 
seen in the table for flatness results. 
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-· OC\ 
POHIT -36.27423 12 .. 91874 
0 POHIT ·::i -35.02423 17.64097 L.. 
...... 
.POHff 3 -28. 17232 15.48119 
~ PO II ff 4 -25.7S592 7.962080 POHIT 5 -24.32879 18.29457 
I:) 
POHIT 6 ..,18.35682 6.493478 ;j .., 
-16.77482 "1j ;:,OHff 
' 
36.55628 
...... ,.., 
-16.68447 ni l)OHff C, 17.46863 
tv t)Q HIT ~ -13.02482 40.72294 
~ POHIT 10 -3. 123245 24. 18242 
...... I 1 -6.639346 ..... !)Oir·ir ;::,--
.p.. :JO HIT 1? -4.694243 
0 :··onff 13 -4 ~-59082? 
"\j i"'O HIT 14 -3.945691 
0 15 -2.'824054 ...... :"Cl HIT ;:s 
F'OI~lT i't3 -0.5050319 ..... V) 
...... 
,:-orr-lT 17 
0 ::..orrn 18 /j 
V) ;:·o Ir IT 19 
'/ 
ni 
/ 
...... 
/ 
ni :'0 HIT 20 
...... l) 
...... ...... : 0 It·JT 21 
0 ;-OHff 22 7.114337 
·~ !··OHlT 23 Hi.51616 
1 ·0HIT 24 20.57235 42.48843 
, ·,J HIT '.:•C L.. _, 2s ~s7318 34 .. 16291 
i .] I l·ff 26 30.35096 19.49624 
! '1JHIT 27 37.81419 19.56164 it 
I ·1)lf ff .;., r; .c..~ 47.17680 30.76662 
;· ,JHIT 29 49.140.3'3 '39.20499 
:'IJHIT 30 51.42530 11.76679 
I 1JHlT 31 58.63413 33.87622 
i 1)Hff :p - '-- 62.26743 8.577532 
l·L) Ir-ff 33 63.03492 36.61643 
; ·:)HIT 34 ~4. 14784 44.61187 
1 ')1 HIT JS 64.76747 3.039048 
I :UI If JG 6S. 59S99 34.75464 
,··:·1Hn .,..., 70.32303 3.039043 ·, I 
: •-IHIT .:..,..:, 71.4481-S 2'3.80944 
.lflH ;·-1 
. , :1 
~: ,: :: ~; ; l ·l •:,. ~:.~~::--s,:) 
. ' 
Ii;.,: ;.11 ' . ' : 1, .·_.,· 1 
PO It'IT 
POI!'IT 
POHH 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
-18.33333 
-1 .666667 
0 .. 0080000E +00 
16.66667 
Fig C.2 Example 3 with 4 points to select. 
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-3. 333333 
16.66667 
-16.66667 
10. 00000 
~'Ci Ii·iT -1 ·'. ·::;·ki;J 
POHIT ::, -17.58008 .... 
POlt'IT 3 -16.66667 
POU-IT 4 -15.97884 
POlt'IT 5 -14.60517 
POHff 6 -14.S5026 
POlt'IT 7 -14.16667 
POINT ,.., -12.16331 .:, 
POINT 9 -3.582808 
POINT 10 -7.239546 
POINT 11 -6 . 1111 11 
POINT 12 -8. 4234876 
POU-IT 13 0.555S5SS 
POINT 14 4.118468 
POINT 15 5.476190 
POINT 16 6.365233 
POINT 17 7.555760 
PO Il'ff 18 7.857143 
POHff 19 8.388988 
POINT 20 10. 17857 
POHIT 21 10. 42953 
POINT 22 Hl.48518 
POINT 23 11 . 60714 
POINT 24 11.67233 
POINT 25 12. 32143 
POU-IT 26 15.59524 
PO Il''IT 27 16.31106 
POINT 23 18.33333 
POINT 29 13.33333 
PO I~IT 30 1 :3. 1 i;~.,S7 
Fig C.3 Example 3 with 30 points to select. 
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. ' 
. ';· :-.·-:i1;:~2 
-5. 476131 
-5. 9604645E -rJ',~ 
17.06349 
-16.62844 
4.682539 
-2.613048 
17.06349 
-13.21394 
-11.59350 
1.344445 
-18.33338 
-5.5SS5SS 
-9.632921 
16.66667 
-14.24089 
-16.7~009 
13.33333 
-12.56277 
-17.70833 
-4.026744 
-7.422843 
-19.37500 
-12. 3S315 
-16.87500 
19.00000 
-2. 846204 
5.476191 
5. :360464SE -:)'~ 
1G.42SS7 
POINT -14.0088B 
POINT :J -18.66667 
-
PO It'ff .:l -4.000000 
POHff "1 2.00000B 
PIJ ! t'IT -·- I .1. ,'L):J1:nJ. 
Fig C.4 Example 4 wzth 5 .points to select. 
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3.333333 
-6.000080 
13.33333 
-1.S66667 
:, .-, '") e:, ·) ) ::i 
'"' • ,,J _.• -'·-' ..J-
Example Least-squares result rvtinimum zone result 
1 1.00000 1.00000 
2 9.56608£-02 9.55666£-02 
3 0.76780 0.60729 
4 0.17899 0.15880 
Table C.1 Flatness tolerance results. 
Example Least-squares result Minimum zone result 
1 0.16781 0.15514 
2 1.18669£'-02 i.17000E-02 
3 1.88895 E-03 1. 70588E-03 
Table C.2 Straightness tolerance results. 
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